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Introduction 
This document describes the common issues with the MRP module in Dynamics AX/D365 FO and how to 
configure and setup for best results in performance. 

Each customer will have different constraints working with the MRP, and therefore different goals: one hour 
maximum every night or 3 hours maximum every weekend. It is important to set the right expectation so that 
analysis can be stopped when the target is reached. Finally, the monitoring should always continue because 
execution time will evolve due to data composition, growth and business change.  

Note: if you want to reproduce the MRP issues in your dedicated Test environment, you should use the same 
backup of the Dynamics AX/D365 FO Database. Also, the backup should be taken from Production before the 
MRP is executed so relevant transactional. data exists for the MRP execution 

The following needs to be recognized:  

• Issue Encountered 
o Objective  Set Expectation for the job to run and complete before XX AM/PM eg.eg. the start of 

day for the warehouse 

• Transactional Volumes 
o Master planning is run items using filters  
o b=Bulk items all items already created 
o f= Future items created  
o c= Secondary items 

 

Optimize thread and bundle 
• Number of threads is defined by the number of AOS Batch server allocated to the Batch group of the 

MRP execution and the number of threads available per AOS server (System administration - System - 
Server configuration). By default, there are 8 threads per AOS so with 2 AOS enabled for batch and 
allocated to the batch group, you have up to 16 threads at your disposal. 

• Define the number of helpers (threads) in the parameter of the Master Plan (Master planning – Periodic – 
Master Scheduling – tab Scheduling helpers). The threads created by the batch job will be assigned to all 
the AOS threads. This means that number of helpers should be less than the number of threads allowed. 

• Adjust the number of tasks in helper task bundle. Master planning helpers allow independent processes 
to run in parallel. This results in a substantial reduction in calculation time, since items on the same level 
in the BOM do not necessarily conflict with each other, and can therefore be distributed across multiple 
processes.  There is no formula to easily estimate the best number of items (task) in a sequence (bundle). 
If you have complex Bill of Materials (B.O.M.) structure and some items with a lot of opened 
requirements, it is better to lower the value. If you have a lot of items with similar demand, it is better to 
have a higher value. By default, the value is 50 but we have seen MRP running faster with a value of 2 and 
some other were improved with a value 1000.  You can define the number of tasks in the Master planning 
parameters (Master planning – Setup – Master planning parameters – group Performance). Here you 
should also set the Use of cache to the Maximum: 

 

Scale up AOS resources 
For the AOS dedicated to batch processing and MRP task, it can be worth having more resource on the server. I 
have seen several customers where the AOS Service consumed up to 50 GB of physical memory during the MRP 
execution. So, it is not always better to increase multi-threading. 
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• The obvious recommendation is to make sure the AOS server is fully dedicated to the MRP.  
 
 

Increase cache if memory allows it 
Go to System Administration > Setup > System > Server Configuration: 

• Set Entire Table Cache to 512 KB 
• Increase the Global Object Cache to 500,000 
• Increase Record Cache limit for Table type transaction to 100,000 
• Make sure all transactional tables belong to the transactional Table group 

Go to Master Planning > Setup > Master planning parameters: Set Use of cache to Maximum 

Note: you can manually take a dump to analyze the memory in case of high memory consumption. 

 

Review session log 
Check the session log after every MRP execution. Go to Master planning > Setup > Plan > Master plans > Session 
log > Statistics: 

• “Update” should not take long time, however it is singled threaded. 
• “Copy plan” and “Auto Firming” should not take long time 
• “Auto firming” should be less that coverage 
• Coverage should be the long running relatively 
• Action and Future message can take long depending on data and number of BOMs 

This is the data from Contoso Company: 

 

Then, you can enable the “Track Item task duration” during the MRP run to collect more details about the items 
and the tasks. It can help you to find the bottleneck, like which item is taking most of the time to optimize the 
task per bundle value. For example, you can check if long running items are assigned to the same bundle. 

Go to Master planning > Periodic > Master Scheduling> Master plan: 

   

Note: Go to Master Planning > Inquiries > Processes > Unfinished Scheduling Processes > Inquiries and Process 
Task Duration. However you can only see the details of every tasks during the execution of MRP.  

 

MRP parameters 
Most of the following settings are recommended to avoid additional tasks that will increase master planning 
runtime by creating unnecessary planned ordered and by calculating optional information (however the business 
needs to validate any change because it will change the MRP results). 

• Use dynamic negative days parameter should be checked: The negative days setting is connected to the 
lead time of the items. If the negative days are less than the item's lead time, unnecessary planned orders 
may be created. 

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/axmfg/archive/2014/12/29/checklist-for-improving-mrp-performance-part-1-how-to-run-mrp.aspx
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• Positive days parameter on the coverage group should not be 0 or empty. If the positive days parameter 
on the coverage group is 0 or empty, then inventory will not be taken into account for planning and new 
planned orders will be created. 

• If action messages are not analyzed and applied on a regular basis, you may want to disable the 
calculation by making sure the Action message time fence is 0 and disabling the Action message in the 
Coverage Group. 

• If you are not planning BOMs or if propagating delays from supply to demand during planning is not 
needed for you, consider disabling futures calculation during MRP, by making sure the Futures time 
fence is 0 and Futures setting is disabled. 

• If you are not using Auto firming, override the time fence on your Master Plan to avoid auto firm setup 
defined in the Coverage plan. 

Go to Master Planning > Setup > Coverage Group. Note: you can also overwrite the settings in the Master plan 
(Master planning - Setup - Plans - Master plans) 

Advise: if you notice many error and warning messages in the session log of the MRP, we strongly recommend 
you to first run the Consistency Check and then to look at the messages as they can slow down the execution of 
the MRP. 

 

Application configuration 
As many processes within the Dynamics AX application, there are several configurations that can have 
performance overhead when not properly set up. This is especially true for batch jobs where volume of 
transaction can be quite high. In this case, the contention you may have in regular business hours on one number 
sequence can become critical during the execution of the MRP. 

• Make sure there is no database logging enabled for the transactional tables involved in the MRP. Tracking 
Create-Update-Delete events can slow down any bulk SQL operations such as Insert_RecordSet and 
Update_RecordSet. 

• Disable alerts as well because they will not be relevant during the execution of MRP. 
• Consider Non Continuous Number sequence for all the ID involved during the MRP execution and enable 

Pre Allocation to facilitate the release of IDs. You can find the number sequences in Master planning > 
Setup > Master planning parameters > number Sequences tab 

• Turn off unnecessary Configuration keys that are not actively used. For example, Process Industries 
functionality, Retail or Public Sector. 

• Disable Context Info on AOS dedicated to batch Processing 
Advise: you can use the tool DynamicsPerf and capture the statistics before and after the MRP execution to 
analyze the table growth and number sequences consumption. 

 

Clean Up scrap data 
Standard tables that should be clean up on regular basis, for example customer may define a 3 months’ retention 
policy. You can also use DynamicsPerf tool and the Benchmark query to check the table growth during MRP. 
When not in production, you can have a more aggressive approach and delete all the data. 

• BATCHHISTORY 
• BATCHJOBHISTORY 
• BATCHCONSTRAINTSHISTORY 
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• BATCHJOBALERTS 
Also specific MRP temporary tables can be clean up: 

• ReqTrans 
• reqTransCov 
• reqPo 
• reqLog 
• REQPROCESSITEM 
• REQPROCESSLIST 
• REQPROCESSTHREADLIST 
• REQPROCESSTRANSFILTER 
• reqRoute 
• INVENTSUMLOGTTS 
• Reqcalctask 
• Reqcalctasksbundle 
• Requnscheduledorders 
• Reqcalctasktrace 
• Reqprocesslist 
• Reqprocessthreadlist 
• reqprocesstransfilter 

All data related to inactive plan versions can be safely cleaned up. The data in the following tables will 
automatically be cleaned up by the subsequent MRP run. 

• Reqtrans 
• Reqtranscov 
• Reqpo 
• Reqroute 
• Reqroutejob 
• wrkctrcapres 

Note: Table InventSumLogTTS should only be deleted when full MRP plan is executed. It should not be clean up 
when MRP is run against subset of item and with Net Change option or when Capable To Promise (CTP) is used. 

Finally, remember to look at all recent Hot Fixes available on Lifecycle Services with the keyword ‘MRP’ or any 
object starting with 'REQ' like Classes\ReqCalc or Tables\ReqTrans. 

 

 

http://lcs.dynamics.com/

